
   

 

Component 1. Human Lifespan Development.  
Learning Aim A: To understand human growth and development 

across life stages and the factors that affect it. 

 
Assignment Title: Understanding how life affects our growth and  

development 

 

Learning Aim A ‘Celebrity Coursework’ Scaffold 

Criteria covered by this task: 

Unit/Criteria 
reference 

To achieve the criteria you must show that you are able to: 

A.1P1 
Identify aspects of growth and development for a selected individual 

  

A.1P2 
Identify factors that have had an effect on growth and development of a 
selected individual 
  

A.1M1 
Outline different aspects of growth and development across three life 
stages for a selected individual 
  

A.1M2 
Outline the ways that different factors have affected growth and develop-
ment of a selected individual 

  

A.2P1 
Describe growth and development across three life stages for a selected 
individual 

  

A.2P2 
Explain how different factors have affected growth and development of a 
selected individual 

  

A.2M1 
Compare the different factors that have affected growth and develop-
ment across three life stages for a selected individual 

  

A.2D1 
Assess the changing impact of different factors in the growth and devel-
opment across three life stages of a selected individual. 
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Assignment Title: Understanding how life affects our growth and development 

 

A.1P1  Identify aspects of growth and development for a selected individual.  
A.1M1  Outline different aspects of growth and development across three life stages for a 
selected individual.  
A.2P1  Describe growth and development across three life stages for a selected indi-
vidual.  

For Level 2 Pass: learners must describe the growth and development of an individual 
across the three life stages in each of the PIES categories. 

 

P1 Task  

For this assignment I have been asked to...  

I have decided to base my assignment on...  

I will write about the following three life stages this person has been through they are... 

I have chosen this person and these life stages because... 

Write a short paragraph to introduce your celebrity/famous individual. Include when and 
where they were born, where they live now, what they are famous for.  

Life Stage...  

PHYSICAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

INTELLECTUAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 

EMOTIONAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

SOCIAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 

Life Stage... 

PHYSICAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

INTELLECTUAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 

EMOTIONAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

SOCIAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 

Life Stage...  

PHYSICAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

INTELLECTUAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 

EMOTIONAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity  

SOCIAL development that occurred during this life stage for your chosen celebrity 
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Assignment title: Understanding how factors affect our growth and development  

 

A.1P2  Identify factors that have had an effect on growth and development  of a selected 
individual 

A.1M2  Outline the ways that different factors have affected growth and development of 
a selected individual. 

A.2P2 Explain how different factors have affected growth and development of a se-
lected individual 

 

For level 2 Pass:  Learners must explain how relevant factors may have affected the 
growth and development of an individual.  

 

Factors affecting growth and development - choose from this list 
 
Physical factors (TWO of these) 
 genetic inheritance 
 experience of illness and disease 
 diet and lifestyle choices 
 appearance. 
Social and cultural factors (TWO of these) 
 culture, e.g. community involvement, religion, gender roles and expectations 
 educational experiences 
 the influence of role models 
 the influence of social isolation 
 personal relationships with friends and family. 
Economic factors (ONE of these) 
 income/wealth 
 material possessions. 

P2 Task  

The first physical factor I will look at is... 

Brief explanation of how that factor links to your celebrity 

FIRST LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

SECOND LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

THIRD LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 
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P2 Task CONTINUED 

The second physical factor I will look at is... 

Brief explanation of how that factor links to your celebrity 

FIRST LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

SECOND LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

THIRD LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

The first social and cultural factor I will look at is... 

Brief explanation of how that factor links to your celebrity 

FIRST LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

SECOND LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

THIRD LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

The second social and cultural factor I will look at is... 

Brief explanation of how that factor links to your celebrity 

FIRST LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

SECOND LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

THIRD LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 
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P2 Task CONTINUED 

The economic factor I will look at is... 

Brief explanation of how that factor links to your celebrity 

FIRST LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

SECOND LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

THIRD LIFE STAGE  

Detailed explanation of how this factor affected the celebrity in this life stage, POSITIVE  
or NEGATIVE 

Sentence starters to help you create a paragraph explaining how the factor affected 
your celebrity during the life stage 

During this life stage X  

In this time of life X found that 

In this life stage X was affected by  

As X got older... 

Chosen factor affected X in this life stage by... 
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Assignment title: Understanding how factors affect our growth and  

development  

A.2M1 Compare the different factors that have affected growth and development 
across three life stages for a selected individual 
 
A.2D1 Assess the changing impact of different factors in the growth and development 
across three life stages of a selected individual 

 
 

For Level 2 Merit learners must compare the relevant factors that may have affected 
the growth and development of an individual across the three life stages, examining 
the benefits or otherwise of each factor presented in terms of what had the greatest 
to the least effect  
 
For Level 2 Distinction learners must carefully consider relevant factors and how their 
impact changes over time, including which factors are most important at each of the 
three chosen life stages. For example, learners may explain how and why a particular 
social factor was important in one life stage but much less so in another. 

M1 Task 

 I compared the factors that affected X over all three life stages (NAME THEM) 

Over the three life stages I looked at, the factor that had the biggest impact was... 

It had the biggest impact because of the positive/negative effect it had (EXPLAIN THIS IN 
DETAIL)... 

Other factors that had a positive/negative impact when compared with this were... 

In comparison the factor that had the least impact was... 

It had the smallest impact because of the positive/negative effect it had (EXPLAIN THIS 
IN DETAIL)... 
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D1 Task  

I then assessed how the impact of the factors changed over time. 

In my first life stage (SAY WHAT THIS IS) the factor that was the most important was... 

Because (EXPLAIN THIS IN DETAIL)... 

In my second life stage (SAY WHAT THIS IS) the factor that was the most important was... 

Because (EXPLAIN THIS IN DETAIL)... 

In my third life stage (SAY WHAT THIS IS) the factor that was the most important was... 

Because (EXPLAIN THIS IN DETAIL)... 

I found that some of the impacts of the factors on my celebrity changed over time... 

For example, X factor was important in X life stage but by the time X was X the impact had 
reduced/increased because... 

X factor was important in X life stage but by the time X reached X the impact had reduced/
increased because... 

X factor was important in X life stage but the impact had reduced/increased over time be-
cause... 

In conclusion the factor that had the most effect on X was  (NAME FACTOR) in X life stage 
(NAME IT)  because (Summarise) 

The factor that had the least effect on X was  (NAME FACTOR) in X life stage (NAME IT)  
because (Summarise) 


